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The International Journal of Oral Implantology
and Clinical Research is a journal publication
independent of any implant association, aiming
to provide a platform for authors to publish
scientific papers relating to various clinical
aspects of implant dentistry like diagnosis and
treatment planning, advances in imaging
modalities and other functional diagnostics, bone
and soft tissue manipulation, implant esthetics
and function, interesting case reports
highlighting innovation or simplification and
modification of existing techniques. Papers may
also include well-designed, controlled clinical
trials and analytical epidemiology involving oral
implants as well as systematic reviews of
literature.

Manuscripts submitted for publication must
comply with the following ethical considerations:

Informed Consent
Informed consent of the patients must be taken
before they are considered for participation in
the study. Patient identifying information, such
as names, initials, hospital numbers, or
photographs should not be included in the
written descriptions. Patient consent should be
obtained in written and archived with the authors.

Protection of Human Subjects and Animals
in Research
When conducting experiments on human
subjects, appropriate approval must have been
obtained by the relevant ethics committees. All
the procedures must be performed in
accordance with the ethical standards of the
responsible ethics committee both (institutional
and national) on human experimentation and
the Helsinki Declaration of 1964 (as revised in
2008). When reporting experiments on animals,
authors must follow the institutional and national
guidelines for the care and use of laboratory
animals.

Following guidelines must be followed before
submission of the manuscript:

The articles must represent original research
material, should not have been published
before, and should not be under consideration
of publication else where. This however does
not include previous publication in form of an
abstract or as part of published literature (review
or thesis). It is the duty of the author to obtain
the necessary permissions for extensive
quotations, tables, illustrations, or any other
copyrighted material they are using in the paper
before a paper can be considered for
publication. Copyright of the article gets
transferred to Jaypee Brothers, once the article
has been accepted for publication. The author
would be asked to sign the “Copyright Transfer
Form” before his/her article is considered for
publication. Once the Copyright Transfer
statement has been signed by the corres-
ponding author, no change in authorship or in
the order of the authors listed on the article
would be accepted by Jaypee Brothers. Also
by signing the above mentioned form, the author
reassigns the rights of copublishing, or
translation if considered necessary in future to
the publisher. In the advent of occurrence of
any dispute, the matter would be resolved within
the jurisdiction of New Delhi court.

While all care has been taken to provide
accurate and correct information in accordance
with the date of publication, neither the authors,
editors not the publisher takes any legal
responsibility for any unintentional omission or
error. The publisher makes no expressed or
implied warranty with respect to the information
contained herein. The published material cannot
be photocopied for the following purposes:
general distribution, promotion, new works or
resale. If this is required, specific written
permission requires to be obtained from the
publisher. Exclusive rights to reproduce and
distribute the articles in this journal have been
protected by copyright. This also covers the
rights to reproduce or distribute the article as
well as the translation rights. No material
published in this journal can be reproduced in
digital format or stored in form of electronic
databases, video disks, etc.

Both the conflict of interests and financial
disclosure needs to be handled well while
conducting the research study. Disclosure of
such relationships is also important in connection
with all articles submitted for publication. Both
of these have also been included in the

copyright transfer form. Authors should give due
acknowledgement to the individuals who provide
writing or other assistance while conducting the
research study and also disclose the funding
source for the research study.
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Editorial

Let us begin with two issues, the first is the birth of a new implant journal,which encourages both the seasoned author of implant
dentistry as well as beginners to share a common platform to showcase their ideas with the dental fraternity. Such a journal was
lacking in this part of the world. The editorial has strived very hard to make this dream a reality.

A journal is made by contributions from authors, so I request the authors to send in their articles, so that they may get a
chance to get published in a peer reviewed journal; the only important aspect being originality.

The second issue is communication or rather the lack of it, many a time have I come across doctors who bring in their cases
to symposia to share with their seniors and an often seen fact is the dichotomy in which they are placed before reaching a
treatment plan,whether to sinus graft along with simultaneous implant placement? Whether to ask his or her orthodontist to
create space for the ideal 3-D implant placement, or whether to ask a periodontist to do a connective tissue graft at, before or after
implant placement to improve soft tissue profiles. All of this could lead to disastrous results if not planned in the correct way. The
list is endless.

Confidence is a virtue and overconfidence is usually a curse. What is lucid is that we all are a victim of whimsical persecutions,
we do not want failures in implant dentistry, though when they occur we run helter skelter for help or even worse blame the patient
or the materials used. We all want to increase our success and bring down our failure rates.

The main criteria to be kept in mind is that treatment planning an edentulous implant site is a multidisciplinary treatment
approach, for which taking the help of colleagues should be considered a learning curve rather than a clash of ideologies. To have
a mentor and follow him as a role model is what usually brings out the best treatment outcomes.

In all my travels to various corners of the world for dental implant symposia, despite the fact that there where language
barriers, what came across crystal clear was the keenness that doctors all over the world have in learning newer techniques,
sharing their viewpoints and striving to provide better treatment to their patients.

So lets shed aside our egos and move forward together hand-in-hand to make dental implant treatment more acceptable to
patients and more professionally rewarding for the treatment providers.

Wishing all our readers a great success.

Editor-in-Chief
Lanka Mahesh
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